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Shorter design analysis with improved  
measurement tools

New constrained linear pattern  
speeds up design

Faceted shapes in multiple  
formats saves time

Control entire processing steps with  
rich set of new selection tools

Better importation of models and their  
PMIs from other CAD packages

NEW IMPROVEMENTS TO 

TOPSOLID’DESIGN



Save time by directly using shapes with facets, without 
having to convert them into surfaces. A faceted model is 
convenient in that it represents a part shape, is smaller than 
a parametric solid model, and is easier for the verification 
engine to simulate the path of a tool within the model. Import 
and use shapes with facets from different formats (STL, IFC, 
OBJ, etc.). 

TopSolid’Design 2018 features new intuitive rapid analysis and 
measurement tools on a native and transparent PDM. Distance 
between surfaces, lengths, angles, space requirements, 
and coordinates are all controlled by the software’s inputs/
outputs and accessible in a few clicks. This allows for shorter 
design analyses and improved productivity as information 
flows seamlessly through the manufacturing process.

Families of parts can be built and/or modified with incredible 
speed in their native CAD formats. Import models and their PMIs 
from other CAD packages, and use feature recognition tools wit-
hin TopSolid to add parametric intelligence to a “dumb” model. 
This automatic access to views, dimensions, notes and cuts de-
fined in the original model will speed up collaboration between 
customers and subcontractors, and reduce the risk of error.

New selection tools enable you to control the entire 
programming process. This rich set of tools can be used for 
selecting geometry, setting planes, origins, and parameters. 
You can even make selections by attribute and by type using 
TopSolid commands. This rationalizes and accelerates the 
handling of large quantities of entities, both in large assemblies 
and when processing imported files (DWG/DXF, etc.).

A new constrained linear pattern now speeds up the 
distribution of operations or components between two limits. 
This new tool offers a simple solution to your railing problems, 
or multiple drillings, by providing the position of the first 
instance, and then the pattern of repetition. This makes for an 
easier design of heavily parameterized components (stairs, 
handrails, etc.).

SIMULATE A PATH WITH FACETED SHAPES IN  
MULTIPLE FORMATS 

QUICKER ANALYSES AND MEASUREMENTS  
IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY

BETTER IMPORTATION OF MODELS FROM  
OTHER CAD PACKAGES

NEW SELECTION TOOLS OFFER ADDITIONAL  
PROGRAMMING CONTROL

CONSTRAINED LINEAR PATTERN SPEEDS UP DESIGN

CHECK OUT 
WHAT’S NEW
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